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Alton Brown is a foodie phenomenon: a great cook, a very funny guy, and&#151;underneath it

all&#151;a science geek whoâ€™s as interested in the chemistry of cooking as he is in eating. (Well,

almost.) Here, finally, are the books that Brownâ€™s legion of fans have been salivating

for&#151;two volumes that together will provide an unexpurgated record of his long-running,

award-winning Food Network TV series, Good Eats.Â Â From &#147;Pork Fictionâ€• (on baby back

ribs), to &#147;Citizen Caneâ€• (on caramel sauce), to &#147;Oat Cuisineâ€• (on oatmeal), every

hilarious episode is represented. Each book&#151;the second will be published in fall 2010&#151;is

illustrated with behind-the-scenes photos taken on the Good Eats set. Each contains more than 140

recipes andÂ more thanÂ 1,000 photographs and illustrations, along with explanations of

techniques, lots of food-science information (of course!), and more food puns, food jokes, and food

trivia than you can shake a wooden spoon at.
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Ok, I didn't give this five stars...which really kind of hurts to do because I am a huge Alton Brown

fan. (My DVR is set to record every episode of Good Eats as it airs, I have autographed copies of all

his other books and I've cooked just about everything on the show so far.) Anyway, the book is

great, the "knowledge concentrate" is great in that it gets to the point of each topic/show, the recipes

that are there are great and well written and the book is very well put together in general.So why

didn't I give it five stars...well mainly because I find myself wishing it had a better way of organizing it



and making the information and the related recipes easier to get to when you are cooking and don't

really want to improvise and want to try his recipes out. Case in point, I had a bunch of friends

coming over for dinner and I had very short notice to throw something together so I was following

Alton's recipes for meatloaf and mashed potatoes. Finding the recipes was kind of challenging

because i first tried to use the table of contents but that is sorted by the order of the episodes so it

isn't really that helpful. next I turned to the index which actually worked very well. I think I am just

spoiled by the ease of use of some good eats fan pages websites as easier ways to find recipes by

searching by things like food and find myself wishing that was included in the book. I am also hoping

(Wishing) that future editions will include some sort of master index (hopefully by food too) so that I

can just look up something like "Pork, tenderloin" and see that it was used in his schweinbrauten

recipe in episode x, and the recipe is contained in book y on page z kind of thing.
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